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CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

24737-18

Stolen Vehicle

St Joe Plaza (Safe Ship )

24785-18

Armed Person

Easthampton Blvd at
Eric Drive

24756-18

Disturbance
Domestic
TS- Narcotics

SR 100

Missing Juvenile
– Recovered
Missing Juvenile
– Recovered
Death

Ryall Lane

Safe Ship manager reported a stolen U Haul truck from the business bearing AZ tag
#AH71992 approximately 3 days prior.
Dispatch received reports that a male armed with a knife had gone after a C.O.P.
and attempted to get in their vehicle. Deputies located the male running across
the street still armed. The male complied, dropped the knife, and was placed into
custody. S1 was arrested for attempted armed carjacking, aggravated assault with
a deadly weapon, and armed trespassing.
S1 was observed striking the father of her child multiple times in the head and
face. S1 was arrested reference domestic battery.
S1 fled from a traffic stop at a high rate of speed. Deputies observed the vehicle
fleeing while a deputy was very close to it, almost striking him. Units maintained a
visual on the vehicle and observed it stop at CVS and S1 fled from the vehicle on
foot due to the rear right tire being deflated. She was apprehended shortly after.
S1 was arrested reference aggravated fleeing elude, destruction of evidence,
possession of marijuana, possession of paraphernalia, carry concealed weapon,
and resisting without violence. Vehicle apprehension form completed.
M1 located in good health. Returned to her grandmother and removed as missing.

Disturbance
Domestic

Whispering Pine Drive

24765-18

24532-18
24554-18
24706-18
24799-18

Old Kings Rd at Utility
Drive

Ryarbor Drive
Woodward Lane

M1 located in good health. She was returned to her father and removed as
missing.
96 year old female located by staff at an assisted living facility under Hospice care,
pronounced deceased by Fire Rescue.
S1 arrested for domestic battery and domestic battery by strangulation after
punching his 18 year old son in the face several times and choking him.

ARRESTS
IR #
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RACE
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DOB

CHARGE

LOCATION

SECTOR

18-24698

Lamar Pwaer

W/M

7-17-77

No DL

Edgewater Drive and Eric Drive

226

18-24736

Travis Hunnicutt

W/M

8-9-95

Possession Cannabis
Under and
Paraphernalia

Old Kings Road

226

